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In recent years, with increasing sophistication of smartphones and the advent of 

wearable electronics, it has become easier to have a healthier lifestyle by being con-

scious of constant changes in your body. However, despite a plethora of devices 

which provide limited health monitoring capabilities, few allow for more than a few 

of relevant readings, and the devices are either imprecise, obtrusive or not easy to 

use.  

The objective of the thesis was to develop a companion application to the Senno 

Ring, a device which provides non-intrusive health monitoring using LED tech-

nologies. The end goal of the application was to avoid common pitfalls of the 

competitors, while having modern design, providing ease of use and allowing for 

clear visualization and interpretation of the data transmitted by the ring. 

The application was implemented primarily by using Java and Android-specific 

frameworks, excluding BLE data transfer, which was built on RxJava2. The data 

is collected in the Firebase Cloud services for storage, ease of access and further 

analysis, using NoSQL Database Structure.  

The thesis was done for Delektre Ltd., to coincide with the release of the Senno 

ring prototype. During the thesis work, prototype application with core functional-

ity was successfully developed, with it being ready for deployment on devices 

running Android 4.0 and higher.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

With the advancements of wearable technology, it has been expected that wellness-ori-

ented self-monitoring devices would become readily available. Indeed, while devices 

such as fitness trackers and sleep monitors are abundant on the market, most of the solu-

tions provided are limited in their scope or do not provide comprehensive analysis of the 

client’s wellbeing, despite there being no technological roadblocks for more sophisticated 

devices.  

Delektre Ltd., the main supervisor of the thesis, has taken upon themselves to develop a 

new type of non-intrusive measurement system called Senno Ring, which measures body 

vitals, and the companion application, which provides analysis for the data received from 

the ring, and presents it to the customer in a clear, concise way, showing the client most 

important reading, giving it clear representation in terms of current metabolic state and 

providing notifications if vitals deviate from the norm.  

Usages of the device and application may vary greatly – from personal day-to-day usage 

to maintain a healthy lifestyle and a way to monitor changes in the body during physical 

activities, to being an additional monitoring tool for the doctor or being given to a retired 

relative for automated check-ups. As no concrete use-case was selected, the application 

should have contained code and layouts that could be reused, or tweaked for more con-

crete use cases. 

It was decided that the application was to be designed in a way to be scalable, to have 

cloud storage capabilities and to have modern UI in order to provide solid user experience 

and to be competitive on the market. This thesis demonstrates development of Android-

based Java application which was supposed to be demonstrated alongside the Senno Ring 

in the late 2019/early 2020. The project must contain all core application functionality in 

order to be considered successful.  

My personal goals to be achieved during thesis work are learning Android development 

processes, building experience by participating in a real working life project and reinforc-

ing knowledge received during my studies at VAMK.  
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1.1 Delektre Ltd.  

The following information is taken from the company’s LinkedIn page: 

“DELEKTRE LTD offers consultancy, research and development services for business 

and institutional customers. We have broad experience on software, hardware and mar-

keting of enhanced and completely new products. We build bridges between research 

ideas and commercial world. 

We cooperate with leading European research institutions and we are networked around 

the world from SMEs to conglomerates. Our own products include devices, such as a 

smart ring with exceptional measurement capabilities. 

Our employees are experienced professionals who are always glad to try new challenges.”  

/1/ 

1.2 Possible Competitors 

This section contains commercial products available that, at least partially, share the mar-

ket space and purpose that Senno Ring might occupy. Although Delektre Ltd. aims to 

create a comprehensive personal wellness monitoring device, some of the products avail-

able contain functionalities that might be implemented in Senno Ring, either fully or as 

parts of a larger solution. 

1.2.1 Motiv Ring 

Founded in 2013, Motiv is a breakthrough wearable technology company focused on de-

signing products that fit seamlessly into people's lives and keep them living better. Motiv 

creates products people want to wear, are easy to use and deliver meaningful experiences. 

Motiv’s first product, Motiv Ring, is sold internationally, in Europe, Asian, the Middle 

East, and Australia and New Zealand. The Motiv App is available in both the App Store 

and on Google Play. /2/ 

 Motiv Ring is an equivalent of a fitness bracelet in a ring form. In addition to tracking 

fitness progress, it measures the quality of sleep. Having the ability to evaluate the ring 
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in person, it was discovered that the measurements were imprecise, and that measure-

ments were not sent in a real-time mode – instead, the application and the device were 

synchronised either manually, which required flipping the ring over on your finger, or at 

fixed time intervals when the phone application was opened. Furthermore, at the moment 

of writing of this thesis, the mobile application was barely usable, as it was almost im-

possible to pair the ring and the application. However, the popularity of the Motiv Ring 

indicated that there is a real market demand for this type of device. 

1.2.2 Oura Ring 

Oura Health Ltd. is a Finnish health technology company was founded in 2013. Oura is 

the world’s first wellness ring and an app that shows how your body responds to your 

lifestyle by analyzing your sleep, activity levels, daily rhythms and the physiological re-

sponses in your body. Personalized for you, Oura guides you towards better sleep, recov-

ery and readiness to perform. Oura has users in over 70 countries, and several top univer-

sities, research organizations, sleep clinics, and companies are utilizing the data and in-

sights Oura provides. Oura Health Ltd.’s HQ and major manufacturing facilities are lo-

cated in Oulu, Finland. Other locations include Helsinki and San Francisco. /3/  

Oura Ring, while being capable of fitness tracking, focuses on keeping track of sleep 

health. It demonstrates how technologies that enable fitness tracking, with proper re-

search, could be used for different purposes. After using Oura Ring for a week for market 

research, it was noted that it can track sleep phases semi-reliably – there were some false-

positives during periods of low physical activities of the user. The mobile application 

provided a wealth of sleep-related data, giving access to user’s sleep history, highlighting 

different phases of sleep and sleep disturbances. Like Motiv Ring, it only synchs period-

ically and when the application is opened. User interface and user experience can be con-

sidered outstanding. Research into Oura Ring shows the importance of visual presenta-

tion, design coherence and benefits of a clear product vision, as indicated by the com-

pany’s success. 
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2 RELEVANT TECHNOLOGIES AND TOOLS 

2.1 Java 

Being initially developed for interactive television by James Gosling, Java is a general-

purpose computer language that is concurrent, class-based and object-oriented. It is de-

signed to be able to run on all platforms which support Java Virtual Machine (JVM), 

which allows for Java programs compiled to bytecode to run without recompilation. It 

allows for greater cross-platform development. The Java syntax is similar to C and C++, 

it is one of the most used programming languages despite its age and is free under GNU 

General Public License. Java is the primary language used to develop Android applica-

tions. /4/   

2.2 RxJava 

RxJava is a Reactive Extensions implementation for JVM. It is a library which provides 

developers with the ability to handle events and asynchronous fluidly by providing addi-

tional high level of abstraction. It implements observable/observer pattern, meaning that 

an object called observable keeps the list of recipients (observers), which it notifies on 

the state changes as specified by the developer’s implementation. RxJava allows holding 

easily maintainable one-to-many relationships by delegating responsibility of updating to 

the observers. In other words, observable is not aware of its observers.  

  

2.2.1 RxAndroid 

RxAndroid is platform-specific addition to the RxJava library. It enables easier develop-

ment by providing schedulers which account for Android application lifecycle and thread-

ing. More specifically, it allows for observing on main thread for effective scheduling and 

event handling, replacing traditional AsyncTask. /5/ 

2.2.2 RxAndroidBle 

RxAndroidBle is a Java library implementing RxJava and RxAndroid. Its main usage is 

to handle Bluetooth Low Energy discovery, management and data transfer inside the ap-
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plication by using reactive patterns and event-based programming, as well as error-han-

dling and threading. RxAndroidBle makes Bluetooth Low Energy applications clean to 

read and easy to implement and maintain by reducing the amount of boilerplate code 

necessary. /6/ 

2.3 Firebase 

Firebase is a platform and a framework provided by Google for swift application devel-

opment, desktop, web and mobile alike. It provides unified login system, data storage, 

database and introduce cohesion and enable cross-platform development. More im-

portantly, it reduces amount of work done by developer by providing ready-made back 

end solutions and eliminating the security concerns. The core services provided by 

Google Firebase are Storage – secure online cloud storage with flexible plans for emerg-

ing entrepreneurs and established businesses alike, Firebase Auth, a secure way to enable 

login and sign-up that could be easily integrated into Google ecosystem, online databases, 

of which there are Firestore and Realtime Database, which could be chosen upon partic-

ular enterprise or personal needs, and Firebase Hosting for web applications.  /7/ 

2.4 Android Studio 

Android Studio is a primary IDE for creating Android application. It is made by Google 

and is based on JetBrains’ IntelliJ IDEA IDE and was designed specifically for Android 

development. Like most modern IDEs, it provides syntax-specific autocompletion and 

error detection (dependent on the language of programmer’s choosing), as well as An-

droid specific refactoring and implementation of typical function overrides and templates. 

It simplifies UI development by providing rich XML editor and integrates Google Cloud 

and Firebase platforms. Android Studio supports Gradle build system out-of-the-box and 

supports Kotlin, Java and C++ languages on installation, with plugins available to extent 

its capabilities. Android Studio implements Android device emulation and supports vari-

ous methods of version control, including GIT. /8/  
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2.5 Bluetooth Low Energy  

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a Bluetooth-based technology intended for use with ap-

plication and devices for healthcare, fitness, security and others, encompassing a wide 

array of devices which require low maintenance and little to none interference from the 

user. Its communication range is close to Bluetooth, although bandwidth and power con-

sumptions are severely reduced. Despite it being a relatively new technology, 90% of 

smart devices have hardware necessary to support it. Bluetooth Low Energy operates on 

Generic Attribute Profile (GATT), which means that there is always a client, typically a 

smart device which starts GAT commands, a server, device receiving commands and re-

quests, characteristic, which is a data transferred between client and a server. BLE imple-

mentations have their own Universally Unique Identifier (UUID). They should be chosen 

semi-randomly. The list of reserved ones is available online at Bluetooth website /9/ 

2.6 Vital Signs Measurement 

Vital signs (also known as vitals) are a group of the four to six most important signs that 

indicate the status of the body’s vital (life-sustaining) functions. These measurements are 

taken to help assess the general physical health of a person, give clues to possible diseases, 

and show progress toward recovery. /10/ Senno Ring should, ideally, be capable of pre-

cise vital signal measurement. It is supposed to use different sensors for different vitals. 

During the thesis implementation and the device development, only temperature sensor 

and in-house built pulse oximeter, a device which illuminates the skin and measure dif-

ferences in light absorption. /11/ While measured temperature was easily convertible to 

Celsius degree, due to the availability of public drivers for the sensors used and because 

of the straightforward nature of the measurement, data from the assembled pulse oxime-

ter, which contained four LEDs of green, red, yellow and blue color, as well as one LED 

of infrared variety, lacked any way of meaningful interpretation. This is because of the 

lack of research done on pulse oximeter data analysis at the time of development by Del-

ektre. Ideally, once the devices have been calibrated and big enough data sample has been 

gathered, it would be possible to measure breathing rate, pulse and hydration level. This 

is possible by taking LED reflected light value of an individuals with normal vitals and 

comparing them to the actual reflected light value.  
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Figure 1. Example of Venous Pulsation Measurement Obtained Using Pulse Oximeter 

 

During the development it was discussed that by storing large quantities of such data, it 

is possible to display personalized health trends for the user. If the development ever 

reaches that stage, contextualized health-related notifications could be send to the ring 

user, or their healthcare provider. Similar technology is utilized in, for example, Apple 

Watches. 
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3 APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS 

The main purpose of the application is to provide user with a clear and concise way to see 

the data received from the Senno ring. At this stage of the development, and as far as this 

project is concerned, the only non-user generated data that is shown is raw data, meaning 

the only non-user generated data displayed is readings of various LED and sensors which 

are present on the ring itself. The user generated data takes form of various personal data, 

such as height, weight, and age, which, in the next versions of the application, will be 

used to calculate various biometric and vital readings, including metabolic state and hy-

dration. 

The application UI was inspired by Google Material Design, in particular the Google Fit 

Android app, as well as the closest similar products available on the Play Store, which 

are Motiv, Oura and Samsung PEAR. The design is made to be minimalistic but with 

personality touches which serves to distinguish it from the competitors. 

The principle idea is to have one main screen which serves as a dashboard for the most 

important data, while also having additional screens which provide information which is 

not considered vital and immediate for the user. The screens with additional information 

are accessed through the sliding panel.  

3.1 Application Overview 

The structure of the application is depicted in the use case diagram. It showcases relation-

ships between different parts of the application and how outside actors interact with it. 

Use case diagram depicts actions, not necessarily functions and methods and therefore, 

each user case will be examined in detail in order to facilitate the design of UI. It helps 

with dividing codebase into the classes and methods which implement the cases and pro-

vides a roadmap for the development. 

The user case diagram displays how the user enters the application – via the login activity 

which requires Firebase connection in order to function – and how he/she accesses vari-

ous application parts. The data transfer between the wearable device and the application 

is shown, along with the cloud data storage. Actions such as viewing user profile are 

demonstrated. This section of the thesis expands on the user case diagram by showing the 

UI which was developed based on the diagram. 
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The structure of the application is depicted in the use case diagram. It showcases 

relationships between different parts of the application and how outside actors interact 

with it. Use case diagram depicts actions, not necessarily functions and methods – 

therefore, each user case will be examined in detail in order to facilitate the 

development of UI. 

 

 

3.2 Application Functions 

3.2.1 Account Creation 

The main purpose of the account creation screen is to create unique user credentials in 

order to enable Firebase capabilities and to gather the user’s biometric data in order to 

create a swift user experience. As this project serves as a backbone for further develop-

Figure 2. Use Case Diagram. 
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ment, the data is not used in a meaningful way (e.g. to enhance the analysis and interpre-

tation of values received from the wearable device), however, the implementation is nec-

essary to show this application’s potential capabilities. Account creation should include 

multiple screens, such as the introductory screen (which is shared with the login part of 

the application) that collects the desired email and password, and, depending on satisfying 

the conditions set during development, either moves the user forward or displays the error 

message on pressing “Create Profile” button. It also includes the application logo.  

Following that, the application requests first name, surname and gender from the user. 

Two buttons should be present – “Back”, which would allow the user to cancel account 

creation, and “Next”, used to move forward in the account creation process. The button 

also allows for the user to upload a profile picture from their phone. It will not allow the 

user to proceed further unless all fields are filled, excluding profile picture. Lastly, the 

creation screen asks for the weight, height and age. The screen should change the meas-

urement units based on user input. Again, two buttons should be present – “Back”, to 

allow user to change any of the data and to move out of account creation process if nec-

essary, and “Create”, which will complete the account creation and will automatically log 

in the user and enter the main dashboard of the app.  User data is then stored in the Fire-

base Database and could be changed by the user in other activities. Their measurement 

unit preference is stored there. The application should not allow the user to complete the 

registration if all of the data has not been entered and it should display error message in 

such cases.  

3.2.2 Login Screen 

Login screen should serve the purpose of letting the user enter the main body of the ap-

plication. It should be the first screen that the user sees, and it will provide clear infor-

mation on what is required of the user, and how to proceed next. Login screen is also used 

to instigate the account creation process. It must contain two editable text fields, “Email” 

and “Password” with hints, and two buttons, “Login” and “Create”. Upon pressing either 

of the buttons, if any of the input information is absent or not sufficient, e.g. the password 

strength is low or the email is not correct, the visual prompt corresponding to the error is 

displayed. Otherwise, the application should launch activity which corresponds to one of 

the buttons and store the current authorization token which is maintained between all of 

the application activities and fragments. Data persistence should be enabled, and if the 
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user has logged in once, the login screen should be skipped, and the first screen that the 

user will access must be the dashboard. 

3.2.3 Dashboard 

On the dashboard initialization, the background service should be launched. The service 

is responsible for sharing the data between different activities, looking for available BLE 

devices and BLE communication between the phone and the ring, sending the measure-

ments to the application. The measurements are stored in the Firebase Database under the 

unique user ID 

The dashboard is the application’s main page, which should be the primary screen which 

is used when interacting with the application. It should have the most important infor-

mation clearly displayed. In case of the target version of the application, it must have a 

button which should be used for the navigation between the secondary and tertiary activ-

ities, a top bar with the application logo and (if present) the user’s profile picture, buttons 

to change the most commonly used settings, and the ability to see the data received from 

the ring in a real-time fashion. It should be presented as one view with a graph displayed 

that show fluctuations between values and which cuts off at both maximum and minimum 

values, and which will erase past measurements after a certain point to increase perfor-

mance and improve readability. The metrics received should not be displayed at the same 

time – for each type of measurement, a dedicated graph should be created, with the ability 

to change between them on a button press. A carousel-style view shall be used for those 

buttons, and, as the current version of hardware provides limited measurements, only but-

tons for temperature, water balance, pulse and blood pressure should be present. When 

pressed, the graph view is repopulated with the corresponding data type measurements. 

Depending on the hardware developments, a button which connects/disconnects/scans for 

the device might be present.  

3.2.4 Setting Screen 

The Settings screen, this being a tertiary activity, should be accessed through the dash-

board. It is represented as a standard Android-type settings screen, being a scrollable list. 

At this stage, the options menu should be limited to placeholder buttons for sending the 
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commands to the wearable device and to the option menu which would allow logging out 

of the current user account. Android software button “Back” should take the user to the 

previous activity, which, according to the application structure, is always the dashboard. 

3.2.5 User History 

User history is a secondary screen which aggregates historical data for the user. It should 

take measurements from the Firebase Database, sort them according to the selected op-

tion, and display them as a graph. It should be able to display the measurements for the 

current day, last week, and last month. To display this data in s clear manner, this should 

be implemented by using three tabs corresponding to different periods of measurements. 

Additionally, a way to change between different type of data must be present. Daily meas-

urements use accumulated data from the last 24 hours and aggregates them to hourly 

averages. Weekly and monthly graphs display the average daily value over a week and 

moth, correspondingly. When the Android software “Back” button is pressed, the user 

should be taken to the dashboard. 

3.2.6 User Profile 

User profile is a secondary screen which lets the user adjust the personal data that was 

provided during the account creation. It should contain editable surname, first name, gen-

der, weight, birthday and height fields. Moreover, the user should be able to change his 

profile picture, either by taking a new photo, or by selecting a picture from the picture 

gallery. The profile screen should allow the user to change the measurement units for the 

relevant fields, and to display them alongside with the values to avoid confusion. If any 

of the field are empty upon user trying to get back to the previous screen, the correspond-

ing error message should be displayed, and the user should be forbidden to proceed. The 

picture taken by the user should be stored in the cloud and on the device to increase load 

time and to enhance offline capabilities.  

3.3 Application Mock-Ups 

The following section displays mock-ups of the application’s activities. The mock-ups 

were created with consideration for the application requirements., and have been used to 

create views for the Activities and Fragments. 
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3.3.1 Dashboard 

The application’s dashboard is the main view with which a user interacts with the appli-

cation. Figure 2 demonstrates that the dashboard is a view that contains access to other 

application sections via the hamburger icon, top bar which includes the current Senno 

logo and a user’s profile picture, and a real-time graph display, controlled by buttons 

which prescribe the type of information to be displayed via the graph.  

 

Figure 3. Dashboard Mock-Up 
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3.3.2 Navigation Panel 

The navigation panel, as shows in Figure 3, should contain a sliding view with a list of 

available views. It is accessed via the hamburger icon on the top left of the dashboard. 

Most other views should not have access to the navigation panel, as at most the perform 

tertiary functions. Upon pressing currently active one, no view change should occur, and 

the sliding panel should move back. Currently active view, as long as the navigation panel 

is active, should be inaccessible and have gray transparent overlay, to signify that navi-

gation panel is in focus. Optionally, correlated icons could be displayed along the views 

present in the list. 

 

Figure 4. Navigation Bar Mockup. 

3.3.3 Profile View 

Shown in Figure 4, the profile view consists of profile picture, and field to see and edit 

name, surname, as well as height, weight, age and birthday. As the final product must rely 
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on the user’s body metrics, they should be easy to access and readily available to be ed-

ited. This view should not contain any unnecessary information and be as clear as possi-

ble, as shown in Figure 4.  

 

 

Figure 5. Profile View Mockup. 
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4 APPLICATION DESIGN 

4.1 Project Structure 

Senno app is a native Android application, and it follows the common project structure. 

Each Android application consists of a package with folders for each type of file exten-

sion. The root package path contains build-tools related files with“.graddle” extension, 

IDE settings folder, build-tools wrapper folder “gradle”, and the application folder. In the 

application folder, the files are stored according to the default Android Studio parameters, 

with customization necessitated by Senno application specifics. As such, Java class files 

are organized based on their functionality and uses, as illustrated by Figure 5. 

 

Figure 6. Senno Project Composition 

The application uses Activities, which are single, focused user interaction contained 

within an abstraction in Android /12/, as a main tool of implementation, and uses Frag-

ments (pieces of application interface and behavior that work concurrently with Activities 

and maintain their own lifecycle /13/) sparingly, when applicable. Usage of constantly-

running Android Services /14/ is required in order to receive data even when user leaves 

the application environment. 
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All Java files representing Activities are stored within the root folder. Majority of acces-

sible Activities implement Firebase API either for data storage or for user authentication. 

The Activities follow their own lifecycle, which is demonstrated in Figure 6. Lifecycle 

represents callbacks performed on different Activity stages. In Senno App, actions such 

as Firebase instance declaration and variable assignments, along with view setup, is done 

in “onCreate()” callback. Scanning for the wearable device is tracked through the whole 

lifecycle.  
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Figure 7. Activity Lifecycle 

4.1.1 Fragment Usage 

While Fragments are used sparingly to reduce application bloat and complexity, their 

presence allows to provide the user with expected modern UI flow. Fragments are applied 

when the app performs small, focused action which is contained on itself but provides 

data for the larger parts of application (Activities). In particular, Fragments are used in 

the account creation activity and in user profile activity, to set and read user values, store 

them temporarily and send them back to the parent Activity and/or Firebase Database. 

Fragments follow their own lifecycle that is dependent on the Activity lifecycle, which is 

shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 8. Fragment Lifecycle 

4.2  Class Diagram 

Unified Modelling Language (UML) class diagram demonstrates project structure. It 

shows class structure and provides an outlook on how these classes interact with each. 

The differences between a typical Java project and an Android application can be seen in 

Figure 10, where there is comparitevely few classes in relation to the number of methods 

in each of them. This is because in Android development, Activities and Fragments are 

tied to the classes, and majority of the development consists of invoking and instantiating  

Android system methods that are not included in the package file. Hence, they are not 

displayed in the UML diagram. Furthermore, when the diagram was created, because of 

the View declarations and system object instances, the number of variables present has 
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increased dramatically. This is why class variables have been ommited during the making 

of UML diagram.  

Each of the arrows going from and to a class signifies one of the relationships that they 

have. An explanation on how to read the diagram is provided in Figure 9. 

• Inheritance show classes that inherit from each other, the arrow direction 

represents the superclass. 

• Aggregation shows which classes are contained within which class. 

 

 

Figure 9. UML Diagram Legend 
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Figure 10. Project UML Diagram 
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4.3  Data Management 

Due to the application complexity, data management and inter-application communica-

tion is split into three parts – Cross-Activity communication, used for transmitting data 

between different Activities that allow user to interact with the said data, Service com-

munication with the hardware over BLE connection using RxJava, to relief the applica-

tion from the strain of two-way real-time communication with the hardware and to handle 

the data received in orderly fashion, and Google Firebase, which handles the back-end 

and stores the received data. 

4.3.1 Cross-Activity Communication 

As the project implements RxJava as a RxAndroidBle dependency, it was decided to cre-

ate an event-based system for sharing data. It shall implement Observable-Subscriber 

model, with all Fragments, Services and Activities which emit data that needs to be trans-

ferred acting as Observable. Other Observables and functions which return data would 

push it onto a single channel, while Subscribers will be able to subscribe to certain types 

of data, and, whenever the data of certain type would be emitted by the channel, necessary 

methods would be executed. Figure 11, taken from the official ReactiveX website /15/, 

demonstrates typical implementation of Observable-Subscriber method. 

 

Figure 11. Observable-Subscriber Model  
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4.3.2 Service Communication 

Service communication in Senno app, in a similar fashion to RxJava-based bus system 

for cross-activity communication, is based on Observable-Subscriber model. Service is 

required for real-time continuous data receival from the wearable device, in the form of 

byte arrays. Inside the byte array, wearable commands, identifier and sensor values are 

encoded. The data model has been designed beforehand, and its Java representation is 

demonstrated in Figure 12. RxAndroidBle library will be used for the implementation. 

This helps to reduce boilerplate code and helps to manage proper responses to different 

byte packages. Once the connection has been established, the RxAndroidBle instance acts 

as Subscriber, watching over BLE connection, and as Observable, emitting the processed 

data to different methods and Activities.  
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Figure 12. Code Snippet for Byte Array Data Mapping. 

Additionally, once a certain time has elapsed or specific amount of measurements have 

been received, Service should communicate with Firebase Database and send the data to 

it, for safekeeping and further analysis. Service should be responsible for scanning for 

BLE device, reconnection and handling BLE-related errors. 

4.3.3 Google Firebase 

Google Firebase has been chosen as the method for backend handling, for its accessibility 

for prototyping, ease of use, and integration into Android ecosystem. In addition, Firebase 

allows for user identification using email or social media. As Firebase Database is a 

NoSQL-type database, it is preferable to the SQL-based databases because of the scala-

bility – with the projected amount of data sent by each of the users for the duration of 

connection between smartphone and the wearable, loosely-coupled nature of NoSQL da-
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tabases allows to only get relevant data from it, mitigating backend cost, user traffic ex-

penditure and Android system resources. Constant data uploading ensures data persis-

tence and will eliminate necessity to sync the wearable device with the backend using a 

premade schedule. The Firebase Database and Firebase Authentication setup is done 

through Firebase Console. The database should contain two collections – one for user 

personal data and preferences, and one for data received and decoded from the wearable 

device. Both would create entries which would use the Firebase Authentication UUID, 

ensuring weak data linking.  

 

Figure 13. User Information Database Entry 

The reading-type entries contain interpreted data from the device, stored as entries 

where the main key is the timestamp of the device at the moment of data transmission. 
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Figure 14. Readings Database Entry 

4.4 Layout Design 

The layouts define the structure for a user interface for an application component, such 

as Activity. It is done by creating XML files, which contain a hierarchy of View and 

Viewgroup objects /16/. Android Studio provides the developer with ability to use drag-

and-drop tools for creating the layouts, along with a preview of how a layout would look 

on a mobile device. Using the Login Activity layout as an example, Figure 15 and Figure 

16 demonstrate the actual code for the Login button along with its representation in the 

drag-and-drop constructor and preview. 
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Figure 15. Code Snippet of Login Activity “Login” Button Representation 

 

Figure 16. Layout Representation in Android Studio Editor, along with a Preview. 
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Layouts could be imported into one another. This property is relevant for this thesis pro-

ject, as several Activity classes will extend from a superclass and have shared UI ele-

ments and similar hierarchy. Furthermore, this property, if utilized, lets keep the code 

more readable and manageable. The import of one layout into another is done using 

“<include>” tag, as demonstrated in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17. Demonstration of “<include>” tag, using Main Activity Layout. 

 

4.5 Data Visualizing  

For data visualizing, MpAndroidChart is used. MpAndroidChart is an Android library for 

efficient charting. It supports all commonly used chart types and allows extensive cus-

tomization with writing boilerplate code. Smooth rendering of up to 10 000 data points 

and ease of use, as well as its light size and small impact on performance has been decid-

ing factors upon selecting the library. It accommodates most of the graphing needs in the 

application. /17/ 
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Figure 18. Example of Chart Rendered with MpAndroidChart. 

4.6 Dependency Injection 

In software engineering, dependency injection is a technique whereby one object supplies 

the dependencies of another object. A "dependency" is an object that can be used, for 

example as a service. Instead of a client specifying which service it will use, something 

tells the client what service to use. The "injection" refers to the passing of a dependency 

(a service) into the object (a client) that would use it. The service is made part of the 

client's state. /18/ In Senno app, AndroidAnnotions library is used for dependency injec-

tion in order to reduce boilerplate code, make it readable and to better manage Activity 

lifecycle. AndroidAnnotations achieves it by generating classes based on bindings on 

compile. The typical usage of AndroidAnnotations is show in Figure 19.  

 

Figure 19. Example of AndroidAnnotations Usage Replacing Native Android View 

Declaration. 
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5 IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 Setup 

The development process requires related tools. Android Studio has been installed and all 

needed SDKs and official libraries have been added after the installation has been com-

plete. Following that, a Firebase account has been created. Once Senno app Android pro-

ject was created, it was added to the Firebase Console. The process entails creating Fire-

base Project on the overview, entering application ID (package name), which is “fi.del-

ektre.ringa.ring_thesis” and clicking “Register”. It generates “google-services.json” once 

the application has been registered, which is then imported into Android Studio project. 

Following that, the application appears in the Firebase dashboard. From there, Firebase 

Database and Firebase Login are enabled, as shown in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20. Application Setup in Firebase. 

 

5.2 RxBus 

RxBus is a public final class that is used as a basis for communication between activities. 

It replaces Interfaces, is more robust than SharedPreferences, does not hang up applica-

tion because every task is processed asynchronously via Subscriber-Observable model, 

and does not depend on a specific data or object type. It is implemented using RxJava 
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library. Whenever a part of the application needs to transfer data to any other part, the 

method “RxBus.publish()” is called. Then, asynchronous listeners are set up on a thread. 

Those listeners, once initialized, are waiting for a specific type of data or object of specific 

type to be pushed onto the RxBus. Once it is observed, the correct method is called.  

 

Figure 21. RxBus Implementation. 

5.3 Utility Classes 

Utility class section covers all the classes that are not directly tied to their corresponding 

activities. In Senno application, they are used either as a superclass for other classes, for 

data encapsulation or for code snippets that are repeatably used throughout the applica-

tion. Whenever a class is presented, package and library imports are omitted, as well as 

View bindings done with AndroidAnnotations. Sparsely used functions which overload 

parts of Activity lifecycle are verbally described. Due to the scope of the projects, not all 

parts of the implementation are highlighted.  

5.3.1 BasicActivity.java 

BasicActivity.java class is used as a superclass (parent class from which children classes 

inherit constructors, methods and variables) for the MainActivity.java class. It was im-

plemented as a proof of concept for having Navigation Drawer persistent between differ-

ent activities without using Android Fragments. The class contains a list of activities 

which user can access through the sidebar, and overloads for typical Navigation Drawer 

actions. Due to usage of Android Annotations, all Activity classes should be addressed 
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by calling the classes generated by Android Annotations. Once Navigation Drawer is ac-

cessed. Active View is moved to the side proportionally to the length of Navigation 

Drawer. Initialization of the Navigation Drawer is show in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22. Code Snippet for Navigation Bar Initialization. 

The following code snippet, Figure 23, demonstrates how onNavigationItemSelected 

events are bound to the Activities. In this case, and subsequentially throughout the the-

sis, the option button (text label) is addressed using its “android:id” property, which is 

assigned in the corresponding Layout .xml file. Then the Activity is started using Intent 

and startActivity(). The current Activity name is set upon Activity launch. This is possi-

ble because of Java polymorphism, as all overrides are inherited by the child classes. 

Activity names are cleared up after they are cleared. If the current Activity is chosen, 

Navigation Drawer is closed instead. 
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5.3.2 AppBarTransparentScrollingViewBehavior.java 

This .java file is responsible for Main Activity’s AppBar transparency. It was needed 

because of the Android issue with non-rectangular source images used in the AppBars in 

combination with ScrollViews, which resulted in transparent parts of source image being 

either colored black or overlapping the content of scroll view. This is fixed by changing 

vertical offset of the ScrollView content manually, by setting it to be equal to the width 

of the AppBar. The code shown in Figure 24 achieves this by extending native Coordina-

torLayout behavior. It converts display pixels (dp) to actual pixels (px), and sets the offset 

to proper amount of pixels. 

Figure 23. Binding of startActivity() Method to an Navigation Drawer Item. 
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Figure 24. Code Utilized to Fix Android UI Glitch. 

5.3.3 FirebasePersistence.java 

Firebase persistence is a simple class that should extends Application class and replaces 

it inside the Senno app. It is used to enable the FirebasePersistance, as it has to be done 

before first instance of Firebase is created, otherwise, fatal crash occurs. FirebasePer-

sistance allows to store FirebaseDatabase data locally until the smartphone successfully 

connects to the Internet. Figure 25 shows Firebase persistence initialization. 
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Figure 25. Setting Firebase Persistence. 

5.3.4 ChartUtils.Java 

A separate class dedicated to methods that manipulate data charts. During the course of 

development of the project, only one method was included into the class – removeOut-

datedEntries(), which handles popping data points from the data sets. It is necessary to 

make the application faster - due to large size of the data being added when the measure-

ments get sent back to the smartphone, it is unreasonable to store all of them in memory. 

It also makes data shown to the user clearer to process.  

 

Figure 26. ChartUtils Implementation. 

5.3.5 DataType.Java 

This class is used to check the type of user data that is passed from Fragments correspond-

ing to user input to Activities and Firebase Database instance. Whenever an instance of 

UserDataCollection object is passed through the RxBus, switch conditional is used to 
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check its DataType variable against DataType.java static integers. Based on that, appro-

priate code is executed.  

 

Figure 27. DataType.Java Class.  

 

Figure 28. Use Case of DataType Class. 

5.3.6 LineDataCollection.java 

LineDataCollection class is an object that encapsulates instances of LineData objects that 

are created on receival of data packages from the wearable device. A separate class is 

required in order to differentiate between different types of object being send over RxBus, 

using “instanceof” method. This class is shown in Figure 29 below.  
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Figure 29. LineDataCollection.Java. Only temperature-related methods have been used 

during the project. 

5.3.7 SelectorOption.java 

SelectorOption class is used to create instances of buttons that are used to change the type 

of data displayed, as shown in the Figure 30. 
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Figure 30. SelectorOption Class. 

5.3.8 UserDataCollection.java 

This class is necessary for storing, sending and retrieving different types of personal data. 

It contains superclass called “UserDataCollection”, and five children classes correspond-

ing to personal data collected by the application: “UserHeight”, “UserWeight”, “Us-

erBirthday”, “UserGender” and “UserName”. As Figure 31 demonstrates, superclass has 

“DataType” and “UserData” properties. Figure 32 show how all children classes inherit 

from the “UserDataCollection”. Each of the children contains a method for presenting a 

user-readable string based on the received data.  
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Figure 31. UserDataCollection Superclass. 

 

Figure 32. Example of Class Inheriting from UserDataCollection. Note “getDis-

playString()” Method. 

5.4 Adapter Classes 

In Android, adapter classes are classes which connect data with adapter views. They are 

used for generating views based on a give data set. Adapter views help to minimize boil-

erplate code and improve performance. RecyclerView Adapters, which are used in the 
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project, have to be implemented in a specific way because of the usage of AndroidAnno-

tations, and two following classes are implementations taken from the AndroidAnnota-

tions guidelines. /19/ 

5.4.1 ViewWrapper.Java 

A universal wrapper class which can wrap any View into a ViewHolder, shown in Figure 

33.  

 

Figure 33. ViewWrapper Class. 

5.4.2 RecyclerViewAdapterBase.Jjava 

A shared class used for all RecycleView adapters, shown in Figure 34. 

 

Figure 34. RecyclerViewAdapterBase Class. 

5.4.3 SelectorRecycleViewAdapter.java 

This class is responsible for creating buttons that switch between measurement types dis-

played in the GraphView. It sets listeners to the buttons inside the RecyclerSelector view.  

In addition, SelectorRecycleViewAdapter.java holds measurement data that is used for 

graph rendering. It contains a method called “initGraphDataSets()”, shown in Figure 35, 
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which instantiates LineData objects for each measurement type, as displayed in Figure 

36, and sets the settings accordingly. A singleton instantiation of the class is required for 

proper usage, hence, the instance of the class is created in “@AfterViews” callback in the 

MainActivity. New buttons are created using “.items.add” method, which is a native 

method for adding new objects to a List<>. 
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Figure 35. Example of LineDataSet Creation Inside the SelectorRecycleViewAdapter 

class. 

 

Figure 36. OnBindViewHolder Override, Which Adds “onClick()” Listeners for Items 

in Different Positions Inside RecyclerView. 

5.4.4 SectionStatePagerAdapter.java 

Demonstrated in Figure 37, SectionStatePagerAdapter class is similar in function to other 

classes presented in this section of the thesis. The difference comes from it being an 

adapter for Fragments instead of regular views. Core implementation is similar to Selec-

torRecycleView class: there are methods present for adding Fragments to the adapter, 

getting a Fragment and for counting the number of Fragments added to the List<> of type 

Fragment. 
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Figure 37. SectionStatePagerAdapter Class. 

5.5 Service 

Classes under “Service” folder are used for initialization of the “BLE_Service” which 

manages retrieval and handling of data send from the wearable device, as well as 

“BLE_ConnectionCheck”, that displays a message if a Bluetooth device on connection 

state change.  

5.5.1 BLE_ConnectionCheck.java 

BLE_ConnectionCheck class, as demonstrated in Figure 38, extends from the superclass 

BroadcastReceiver, which is native Android method used to transmit data or result codes 

whenever a system event occurs. In the Senno application, this is used  to detect Bluetooth 

devices connection state changes. The class overrides “.onReceive” method, which sub-

scribes to system events, and shows appropriate toast messages on “BluetoothAda-

per.STATE_*” callbacks. It is instantiated in the “BLE_Service” class.  
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Figure 38. BLE_ConnectionCheck Class. 

  

 

Figure 39. Bluetooth Device Disconnected. 
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5.5.2 BLE_Service.java 

This class handles the received data management and BLE communication. “BLE_Ser-

vices” utilize AndroidRxBle library to enhance and simplify BLE connection manage-

ment on Android. It listens for BLE observables, which can be seen in Figure 40, and 

subscribes to them if any are found, using “onScanSuccess” handler by assigning the de-

vice discovered to “connectionObservable” variable, as demonstrated in Figure 41. If 

none are found or an error is encountered, an exception is thrown using the “onScanFail-

ure” handler, as shown in Figure 42. If scanning fails, the application stops listening to 

“connectionObservable”. Whenever possible, the operations are threaded to avoid the ap-

plication freezing.  
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Figure 40. “findDevice()” Method Implementation. Note the Handlers for Successful 

and Failed Scan in “subscribe()” Method. 

 

Figure 41. Assigning rxBleDevice Connection to “connectionObservable” Variable. 
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Figure 42. Scanning Failure Handling. Not included – various error messages depend-

ing on the issue type. 

Following device discovery, “connectionObservable” emits data received over the Blue-

tooth connection is used in “fetchData()” method that is called during “onCreate()” An-

droid callback. It maps all data that is emitted using specified UUID to a flat map, ob-

serves on an Android thread, utilizes custom “RetryWithDelay” class whenever the con-

nection is disrupted, and subscribes function “showData()” to the emitted bytes, meaning 

it is called whenever new bytes enter the data stream and are observed.  

 

Figure 43.“fetchData()” Method Implementation. 

Shown in Figure 41, “fetchData()” method handles further data mapping and pipeline 

management. An example of data mapping is shown in chapter “4.2.2. Service Commu-

nication” of this thesis. “fetchData()” is called every 300 milliseconds using 

“fetchDataTimer()” method, as demonstrated in Figure 44. 
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Figure 44. “fetchDataTimer()” Method. 

Certain types of measurement data, as is the case with temperature measurements, are 

published over RxBus to be displayed using GraphView, as shown in Figure 45. Other 

data, due to the constraints of the project, are sent directly to the Firebase Database for 

storage. Custom class “ChartUtils” is utilized in this method, to reduce the size of data 

sets that are transferred to the “MainActivity” for data visualization.  

 

Figure 45. Publishing data over RxBus and Utilizing “CharUtils” to Remove Outdated 

Entries. 

To check the integrity of data received, both the wearable device and the mobile applica-

tion implement CRC8 integrity check. It is an error-detecting code commonly used in 

digital networks and storage devices to detect accidental changes to raw data. Blocks of 

data entering these systems get a short check value attached, based on the remainder of a 

polynomial division of their contents. CRC8 implementation is demonstrated in Figure 

46. On retrieval, the calculation is repeated and, in the event the check values do not 

match, corrective action can be taken against data corruption. CRCs can be used for error 

correction. /20/ 
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Figure 46. CRC8 Implementation. It is Applied to the Received Bytes Array. 

In the current version of the application, temperature data is concatenated and sent to 

the Firebase Database only once per minute. This mitigates database overflow. Figure 

47 demonstrates how the data is sent to the database.  

During the testing phase, measurements from LED-based spectrometer have been gath-

ered. Those measurements have processed to the Firebase Database immediately upon 

read. Timestamps are used as parents for the batch of readings. Example is shown in 

Figure 48. 
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Figure 47. Example of Raw and Concatenated Data Send to Firebase Database. 

 

Figure 48. Temperature Measurement in Firebase Database. 

 

5.6 User Interface 

User Interface folder holds classes which implement Android Fragments related to user 

interface, specifically, those pertaining to user personal data. These classes, once instan-

tiated, are the primary way of setting and changing the personal data, excluding direct 

database manipulation. Once their user has set the data one way or another, it is published 
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onto RxBus. Following that, the data is retrieved by the Fragment’s parent activity and 

from there on acted upon accordingly, e.g., it is send to the Firebase Database or displayed 

inside the Activity. Two buttons with implemented “onClick()” listeners are present in all 

“*PickerDialog.java” Fragments – they all implement “declineChanges()”, shown in Fig-

ure 49,  method, which resets the values to the original ones, and “acceptChanges()” 

method, which pushes the changes to RxBus.   

 

Figure 49. “declineChanges()” Method. 

5.6.1 GenderPickerDialog.java 

“GenderPickerDialog“ class is an implementation of “DialogFragment” class, as shown 

in Figure 50. Once instantiated, it sets two values, 0 and 1, to the “NumberPicker” UI 

element that it implements and assigns string labels to be displayed whenever one of the 

values is picked using “NumberPicker”. The “NumberPicker” is set not to roll over. A 

Toast message notification with currently selected value in the text form is shown when 

the user access “DialogFragment”.  
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Figure 50. GenderPickerDialog Implementation of Initialization. 

 

Figure 51. GenderPickerDialog in Application. 
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5.6.2 DatePickerDialog.java 

In addition to methods shared between all “DialogFragment” under the UI folder of An-

droid Project, two additional methods are implemented. They are used to switch between 

View that allows picking year directly, and a View that lets user choose day and month 

by using Calendar widget.  “changeYear()” enabled “NumberPicker” element that is re-

sponsible for choosing year, and “changeMonth()” disable the “NumberPicker” and ena-

bles the Calendar. Those methods’ implementations are shown in Figure 52. It also sets 

the default birthday date if none is present in the database. Whenever a day of the month 

is chosen, a Toast notification with the current selection is shown to the user. In both 

cases, listeners are responsible for detecting changes in data and saving them to the tem-

porary values. As demonstrated in Figure 53, this is achieved by overriding “onValue-

Change” and “onSelectedDayChange” callbacks.  

 

Figure 52. “changeYear()” and “changeMonth()” Implementation. 
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Figure 53. Example of Listener Implementation. Note “newUserBirthdayString” For-

mat. 

From here on now, whenever a data string is formatted to a type of “xx:xx:xx”, it is 

done to store it in Firebase Database with the ability of easy parsing when retrieved.  

 

Figure 54. Date Picker in Application. 

5.6.3 HeightPickerDialog.java and WeightPickerDialog.java 

These two Fragments are used by the users to pick their weight and height. Due to simi-

larities in implementation, only one implementation is shown in detail. 
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Both dialogs are designed to be used by people who prefer either the metric or the imperial 

measurement system. Hence, both implementations have a switch which allows to tran-

sition between the two measurement systems. This required keeping the values in tempo-

rary storage variables (Figure 55), implementing methods for unit conversion (Figure 57, 

Figure 58), and storing the measurement unit preferred by the user in the database (Figure 

56). Boolean is used to distinguish between two measurement modes in-app. In 

“HeightPickerDialog”, string length is used in to determine which type of measurement 

unity is selected at this moment and has been passed to the Fragment. In “WeightPicker-

Dialog”, as the strings are of the same length, the last piece of split data array is used to 

establish selected measurement unit.  
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Figure 55. Example of Parsing Data String, “HeightPickerDialog” Class Implementation. 

 

Figure 56. Conditional to Send Different Height with Different Units. 

 

Figure 57. Setting the Switch on Initialization Based on Current Measurement Unit. 
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Figure 58. Example of Measurement Unit Conversion Method, “WeightPickerDialog” 

Class. 

 

Figure 59. Weight Picker Dialog in Application. 
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5.6.4 CreateProfileNameFragment.java 

“CreateProfileNameFragment” class is the implementation of Fragment that is part of the 

user account creation flow. It contains input methods for name and surname, which are 

implemented via adding listeners using “addTextChangedListener()” method on input 

field objects, as shown in Figure 60. From there, in “afterTextChanged” callback, text 

from input fields is set to temporary variables. In addition, Radio Buttons have been im-

plemented for choosing the user’s gender. Upon pressing one of them, the gender value 

is set according to the label of the button. Lastly, this class contains methods “createBack-

Button()”, showcased in Figure 61, which redirects user to the login screen, and next, 

which publishes data that has been input over RxBus and switches to the next Fragment 

in the registration flow, which is “CreateProfileDataFragment”. 
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Figure 60. Implementation of Input Field Listener. 

 

Figure 61. “createBackButton()” and “createNextButton()” Implementation. 

5.6.5 CreateProfileDataFragment.java 

This Fragment implements both “HightPickerDialogFragment” and “WeightPicker-

DialogFragment”. It is used during the user registration application flow, to set up the 

user’s personal weight and height. On initialization, this Fragments subscribes to the ob-

ject types that are pushed onto RxBus by the implemented “DialogFragment” classes. It 

contains methods which would inflate the “DialogFragment” classes by utilizing Frag-

ment Manager. Fragment instantiates on the user interacting with input fields. As shown 

in Figure 62, CreateProfileDataFragment class contains “finishSignup()” method, which 

publishes the data collected from “DialogFragment” instances to RxBus and call method 
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“submitAndFinish()” from the parent activity, and a back button, which returns the user 

to previous signup stage. 

 

Figure 62. Example of “DialogFragment” Class Inflation Method and “finishSignup” 

Method Implementation. 

5.7 Activities 

This section contains implementations of Activities. Due to their special role in Android 

application structure, the sections of this chapter will not be called by the name of the file 

that implements it, but by a human readable name, to properly describe its function. All 

activities instantiate Firebase variables, specifically, the database reference and authori-

zation instance. Some of them use a Firebase Storage reference, to send or retrieve files 

to the Firebase Storage.  

5.7.1 Login Activity 

Login Activity is implemented by LoginActivity.java. Login Activity class extends the 

“AppCompatActivity”  class in order to be able to properly use Fragments and to ensure 

backward compatibility.  

Login Activity contains implementations and declarations for “MediaPlayer”-type object, 

which plays a video on a loop in the background of the login screen and “Login” and 

“Create” buttons, which, respectively, login the user if the information provided has been 
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correct and create new user account, given that the credentials provided has not been 

taken. If the user has already logged in, he/she is redirected to application dashboard, as 

shown below in Figure 63. 

 

Figure 63. User Redirection. 

The “MediaPlayer” object is set up once the Views are ready. It needs a Surface-type 

View to project its contents. The link to a placeholder video is provided, “MediaPlayer” 

is started, and set to looping. Then, a media source is set to the placeholder video, in 

Surface View listener, the player is bound to the surface via “setSurface()” method. The 

process is described in Figure 64 and Figure 65. 
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Figure 64. Setting up “MediaPlayer”. 

 

Figure 65. Video Scaling Method. 

The methods for signing in and account creation are similar in implementation. The dif-

ference comes from calling different Firebase Auth methods. One implements the 
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“signInWithEmailAndPassword()” method, and if callback is returned successfully it 

redirects user to the main dashboard, and the other implements “createUser-

WithEmailAndPassword”, attempting to create a new Firebase User with credentials 

given, and, if successful, starts the account creation flow. The “create()” method, shown 

in Figure 66, sets up an empty field for user personal data in the Firebase Database, un-

der the user’s unique ID that is returned in “onComplete” callback. Toast messages are 

shown if both methods fail at their task. 
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Figure 66. Create Account Method Implementation. 

 

Figure 67. Login Screen in Application. 

5.7.2 Register User Activity 

Implemented by UserData.java. This Activity is used during the account creation process. 

First, it asks the user to provide first name, last name and gender, and to proceed further. 
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If the information provided, the button “Next”, which is present on the screen, will take 

the user to a view which asks to pick a birthday date and weight. Then, once everything 

has been provided and user presses “Next” once again, the registration is complete, and 

the user is taken to the dashboard. In this Activity, switching between multiple views is 

achieved by using separate fragments. They have been described in chapters 5.6.4. Cre-

ateProfileNameFragment.java and 5.6.5. CreateProfileDataFragment.java of this thesis. 

They are instantiated and manipulated using “SectionStatePagerAdapter” object, which 

is described in chapter 5.4.4. SectionStatePagerAdapter.java, and which setup is shown 

in Figure 68. Data that has been pushed by Fragments over RxBus is being listened for. 

The subscription is done after Views has been initialized, using “subscribeToUserData()” 

method (Figure 69). 

 

Figure 68. Setting Up ViewPager for Fragment Usage. 

 

Figure 69. Example of Subscribing to User Data Published from Fragments. 
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Figure 70. Method Responsible for Launching Main Activity. 

5.7.3 Main Activity 

Main Activity is implemented by MainActivity.java, extends “BasicActivity” class. This 

Activity is the main point of interaction for the user and allows the user to access second-

ary Activities. It contains an app bar, which holds the Bluetooth connection indicator, app 

name, and user profile picture. User profile picture is loaded from Firebase Database. As 

it extends “BasicActivity” class, it contains a navigation bar, accessible by pressing the 

hamburger icon or on slide, and a graph view, which is the main way for user to visualize 

the data received over the BLE from the wearable device. For the development purposes, 

as not all data types were available for transfer over BLE, a Floating Action Bar is present. 

It generates random values that are added to “LineData” objects that are then displayed 

with GraphView, as demonstrated in Figure 71. 
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Figure 71. Test Button Implementation. Generates Random Data Point to Add to Data 

Sets. 

The code shown in Figure 72 instantiates adapter that holds buttons dedicated to selecting 

preferred data graph, as well as creating the said buttons. 
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Figure 72. Instantiating Adapter Inside Main Activity. 

To view real life data, it necessary to create a subscription to the RxBus. It is achieved 

via the “fetchData()” method (Figure 73), which subscribes for the objects of type 

“lineDataCollection”. It extracts temperature data, applies it to a “LineData” type prop-

erty of instantiated adapter class, and refreshes the GraphView.  

 

Figure 73. “fetchData()” Implementation. 

Main Activity needs to ask for the Bluetooth permission in order for the application to 

function. To achieve this, “askPermissions()” function is called on initialization (Figure 

74).  
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Figure 74. “askPermission()” Implementation 

 

Figure 75. Main Activity View with Sample Data Present. 
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Figure 76. Navigation Bar Present in Main Activity. 

5.7.4 Profile Activity  

Profile Activity is implemented by ProfileActivity.java. This class is responsible for ad-

justing the user data after the sign up has been done. It implements all “DialogFrag-

ments” related to the personal user information. Each “DialogFragment” has its own in-

flator method tied to the clickable input field, as showcased in Figure 77. 

 

Figure 77. Inflator Method for “showDatePickerDialog()” . 

Profile Activity uses RxBus “subscribe()” method to update all visual labels inside the 

activity and to send updated personal data to the Firebase Database (Figure 78). The 
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proper Firebase Field and Activity View is inferred from the UserDataCollection object 

DataType field.  

 

Figure 78. Implementation of Rx.Bus “subscribe()” in Profile Activity. 

Profile Activity has a method for taking a user picture and uploading it to the Firebase 

Storage. This is implemented by launching “activityForRelsult” with correct arguments, 

which launches the phone’s default camera, then, on callback, if the result is successful, 

e.g. a picture is taken and the photo is saved, it creates a new File object at the specified 

path, uses Picasso library to compress it, then, using file stream, upload it to Firebase 

Storage using Storage Reference. The process is described in Figure 79 and Figure 80. 
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Then, it sets the image to the ImageView that displays the profile picture. 

 

Figure 79. Part of Implementation of “onActivityResult()” Method Used for Picture 

Dispatch. 

  

 

Figure 80. Method Used to Create Empty Image Files. 

After views have been initialized, Profile Activity implementation checks if the default 

profile picture exists on the device (Figure 81). If it does, it sets it up at the ImageView. 
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After that, it tries to retrieve a profile picture from the Firebase Storage. If one exists, it 

downloads it and sets it to be displayed instead (Figure 82). 

 

Figure 81. Check for Default Profile Picture. 
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Figure 82. “editPicture()” Method for Downloading Image from Firebase Storage. 

 

Figure 83. Profile Activity in Application. 
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5.7.5 User History Activity 

User History Activity is implemented by UserHistory.java. User History Activity takes 

values stored in the Firebase Database and sets them up to be used in a historical graph 

view. This is achieved by taking average values over a specified timespan. The values are 

retrieved by subtracting said timespan representation in milliseconds from the current 

system time. All values higher than the resulting time representation are saved. The pro-

cess is demonstrated in Figure 84 and Figure 85, where different parts of data aggregation 

implementation are shown. 
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Figure 84. Function “getMonthlyAverages()” uses “getDailyAverage()” Method to Get 

Values from Data Snapshot. 

 

Figure 85. “getDailyAverages()” Function Implementation. 

The Application uses Tab layout to allow the user to switch between the daily, weekly 

and monthly data display (Figure 86). 
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Figure 86. “selectTabBehavior()” Method that Adds Listeners to Tab Button in a View. 

 

Figure 87.  User History Activity in Application. 
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5.7.6 Settings Activity 

Settings Activity is implemented by SettingsActivity.java. Is used to set up methods that 

interact with the Settings View. Due to the application limitation, the only active button 

with a method attached to it is “clickLogoutButton()”. It is used to change the application 

user. Upon clicking it, the user is logged out and the application launches Login Activity. 

The implementation of activity is displayed in Figure 88.  

 

 

Figure 88. Settings Activity Implementation. 
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Figure 89. Settings Activity in Application. 
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6 TESTING 

Testing has been conducted during multiple stages of the development. Whenever a new 

Activity has been implemented, the application has been compiled and run on the personal 

Android smartphone. Most of the debugging has been done either by observations of the 

developer, compiler messages, and, most importantly, using Android Debug Bridge 

(ADB) in conjunction with Android Studio. Once the smartphone is connected over USB, 

ADB allows to transfer Android application log over to Android Studio console, to run 

code changes without recompiling, and to use breakpoints. ADB testing is shown in Fig-

ure 90. 

 

Figure 90. Testing Using Logcat and ADB 

For testing the Firebase Database connection, multiple test users have been created during 

the development (Figure 91). At various stages of the development, the database has been 

manipulated directly from the Firebase Console, to check if the data is retrieved correctly 

when the client-side methods that use such data have been implemented. Image files have 

been uploaded to storage for testing purposes. 
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Figure 91. Mock User in Firebase Database 

To test Bluetooth connectivity, a “KW41Z: Kinetis” development board manufactured by 

NXP has been used. It had sensors connected to it and was emitting the readings using 

BLE. The readings have been saved to a Firebase Database. LED readouts were exported 

to Excel spreadsheet for evaluation (Figure 92). 

 

Figure 92. LED Reading During Testing 

Because of the project scope and nature of the thesis project (rapid prototyping), no unit 

testing was conducted. Only integration testing was done, which is the phase in software 

testing in which individual software modules are combined and tested as a group. Inte-

gration testing is conducted to evaluate the compliance of a system or component with 

specified functional requirements. /21/ 
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7 CONCLUSION 

The Senno Application satisfies all the criteria set up for its development. It succeeds in 

being a demo that showcases the possibilities of Reactive Java and allows to receive, store 

and visualize data send to an Android phone over Bluetooth Low Energy connection. 

Senno Application uses Google Firebase to its full extent, whenever its usage is necessi-

tated. The application runs a persistent background task which handles data management.  

Major challenges during the thesis project included learning Android development and 

the application structure, subsequentially, learning frameworks and libraries related to the 

project and understanding how reactive programming works in a manner sufficient for 

completing the thesis.  

The application could be improved extensively. Due to time constraints and the intended 

scope of application, not all features have been implemented to their fullest extent. Data 

processing remains rudimentary, and most classes require additional code that is neces-

sary for edge use cases.  

Personal benefits for myself are mainly learning about a new development platform, ap-

plying embedded concepts (asynchronous programming) to mobile development and 

about learning commonly used Android libraries. I have gained invaluable experience on 

developer applications with real-world uses.   
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